BibleWorks Intermediate Workshop  9.2

**Goal:** Using BibleWorks to Accomplish Bible Study and Exegesis

**Reading the Text**
- Browse Mode review
- Use Tab
- Outline List Box
- Context Tab
- Saving a Word List from Context Tab
  - Word List Manager
- Highlighting Text
  - Manually
  - From Search Results
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**Reading a Passage: Comparison**
- Parallel Versions Window (PVW)
- Difference Highlighting
  - English Versions
  - Greek versions
- Text Comparison Settings Tool
- Establishing the Text
  - Mss Tab and CNTTS
- Synopsis Window (Aland; NT/OT)
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**Analyzing the Text**
- Diagrammer
  - Leedy Diagrams
  - From scratch
  - Phrasing example
    (example_1phrasing.dgm)
- Syntactical Analysis
  - Highlight Search Results
  - Resources Tab Grammars
- KWIC: Key Word in Context Module
• Word Studies
  • Lexicon Browser
  • Lexicon Def. for English Words
  • Cross-Version Search Mode
  • Tabs
• Related Verses
  • Related Verses Tool
  • X-Refs BW-RVT
  • Related Phrases Tool
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• Semantic Domain Searching:
  Command Line (CL)
• Graphical Search Engine
• Searching Capabilities
  • Starting from the Command Line
    (append from morphology version to CL)
  • Intro to components
  • Cross verses
  • Types of searches possible
    (multi-version; word order, using pre-made verse & word lists)
  • Word order search
  • VLS list searching (mention only, functions as a search limit)
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**Additional Tools**
• Maps
• Report Generator
  • Gather your chapter and verse notes into one file
  • Morphological Report for a passage

**Further Help**
• F1 key
• BibleWorks Help
• How-To Videos (found under Help)
• Forums (www.bibleworks.com/forums)